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The answer to the Test is option 1: his mother died 
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In the Chart you see: 
 

 

 Mother, Ruler of the 10th House Jupiter opposite Neptune (loss) 

 Jupiter exact trine Venus, Ruler of the 8th  : death of mother 

 Moon, natural significator of the mother in a night-time chart, in the 12th House of loss 

 Saturn conjunct the 8th House cusp inconjunct the Ascendant: he was confronted with 

death 

 Uranus, Ruler of the 12th sextiel Mercury, Ruler of the 4th House of family: loss within the 

family 

 With a larger orb Eq. Asc. conjunct the 12th House and conjunct the Moon, mother.  

The Moon is the Ruler of the 8th from the 10th  

 

 

It obviously was a very difficult Test, because only one Astrologer found the right answer. Most 

astrologers choose option 4: diagnosed with lung cancer. 

But looking at the Biwheel (AH Chart on the inside) you see the attention is drawn to the  natal 

Moon conjunct the 5th House cusp (which is the 8th from the 10th ) conjunct the Sun, Ruler of the 

8th natal House of death,  pointing in the direction of his mothers death.s 

 

 

Christy (USA) 

uses Vedic Astrology (Solar Return and Transits)  

 

 

In the Solar Return, Rahu is conjunct the Vertex at zero degrees and both are conjunct the Solar 

Return 6th House cusp. Rahu gives the effects of its lord Mars, who is the Matrukaraka (the Jaimini 

indicator of the mother). Saturn is also conjunct Rahu and the Vertex.   

The man was running Ketu-Venus-Mars dasa.  

The Antardasa lord Venus is the man's natal 4th House bhava cusp lord. Solar Return Ketu, Solar 

Return Mars, and the Solar Return 12th  House cusp are all conjunct the natal 4th house cusp, 

indicating losses connected to the 4th House.  Also by transit, Ketu is conjunct the 4th  House cusp 

at zero degrees, further suggesting the mother's death. 

 

--- 

 

Well done Christy and thank you all for your wonderful contributions. I hope you aren’t 

discouraged by the result. It is all about learning, not about making mistakes. Mistakes are merely 

the tools to improve ourselves. 

 

 

A new Test will be posted to the website round and  about December 1st. Until then!! Keep safe 

and healthy. 


